NEVER MISS A BEAT WITH HTC BOOMSOUND™ ADAPTIVE AUDIO, THE WORLD'S FIRST TYPE-C DUAL ADAPTIVE EARPHONES WHERE SOUND IS TAILORED TO YOU

The HTC 10 evo features Pro mode to give you total audio control. Besides the advanced audio effects, BoomSound Adaptive Audio and manual control over almost every setting on the phone, you now also get the ability to take photos with long exposure times for perfectly mastering the motion of light in your environment.

The HTC 10 evo also introduces the latest Bluetooth® wireless technology making your wireless experiences safer than ever with its new security settings, and much more. The HTC 10 evo’s hardware fingerprint sensor lets you unlock your phone at the touch of your fingerprint. Your fingerprints can also be used to key the security of your files. And HTC BoomSound also keeps your phone to touch control functionality, protecting your smartphone from risky online interactions by making your phone more secure while browsing or playing games.

The HTC 10 evo also introduces the latest Qualcomm Snapdragon™ 652 processor making your wireless experiences safer than ever with its new security settings, and much more. The HTC 10 evo’s hardware fingerprint sensor lets you unlock your phone at the touch of your fingerprint. Your fingerprints can also be used to key the security of your files. And HTC BoomSound also keeps your phone to touch control functionality, protecting your smartphone from risky online interactions by making your phone more secure while browsing or playing games.

The HTC 10 evo’s built-in fingerprint scanner is even more secure than your unique biometric data. It allows you to unlock your phone with your fingerprint, and securely store your data with your fingerprint. It helps you secure your phone, and keep your personal data safe.

The HTC 10 evo also includes Hi-Res audio for spectacularly realistic sound. The Hi-Res audio delivers a higher resolution audio experience. The HTC 10 evo features two 16-bit 24-bit sound making you feel like you’re in a concert hall, and the quiet home environment. Later that day, you’re taking the train into the city to visit a friend, and with a few taps HTC BoomSound Adaptive Audio earphones are adapting to sound around you. The best of both worlds happens quickly and easily, and since it’s done, you’ll experience music and movies with more aural texture, nuances and tones that sound closer to the source. Whether you’re watching a movie, playing a game, or listening to audio, the HTC 10 evo makes it sound like you’re in an actual concert hall.

Also in the first HTC, the HTC 10 evo includes USB Type-C earphones right in the box. So you can use your earphones as a backup sound for your phone. The earphones feature waterproof and weatherproof capabilities, so you can charge your phone under the rain. With quick camera launch time and an ultra-fast autofocus of up to 0.3s with face detection, you can capture the perfect shot every time.

Our latest flagship smartphone, including 5.5” LCD, 1TB of space, and new battery, offers maximum performance and convenience behind you. A super-wide panoramic camera now also get the ability to take photos of the world at anytime. A 16-megapixel camera powered by UltraPixel 3, enables you to take photos in low light. With quick camera launch time and an ultra-fast autofocus of up to 0.3s, you can capture the perfect shot every time.
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